Abstract. Personalized recommender systems provide relevant items to users from huge catalogue. Collaborative filtering (CF) and content-based (CB) filtering are the most widely used techniques in personalized recommender systems. CF uses only the user-rating data to make predictions, while CB filtering relies on semantic information of items for recommendation. In this paper we present a new approach taking into account the semantic information of items in a CF system. Many works have addressed this problem by proposing hybrid solutions. In this paper, we present another hybridization technique that predicts users "preferences for items based on their inferred preferences for semantic information. With this aim, we propose a new approach to build user semantic profile to model users" preferences for semantic information of items. Then, we use this model in a user-based CF algorithm to calculate the similarity between users. We apply our approach to real data, the MoviesLens dataset, and compare our results to standards user-based and item-based CF algorithms.
Introduction
Personalized Recommender Systems (RS) provide relevant items to users from a large number of choices by defining a profile for each user. In this work, user model is based on an analysis of usage. Collaborative filtering (CF) and content-based (CB) filtering are the most widely used techniques in RS. The fundamental assumption of CF is that if users X and Y rate n items similarly, and hence will rate or act on other items similarly [8] . However, CF techniques must face many challenges [10] , like the data sparsity problem; the scalability problem for big database with the increasing numbers of users and items; the cold start problem when new user logs in, the system ignores his or her preferences, or when new item appears in the database, there is no way to be recommended before it is rated. CB [3.] assumes that each user operates independently. In CB RS, user will be recommended items similar to the ones he preferred in the past.
To overcome the disadvantages of both techniques and benefit from their strengths, hybrid solutions have emerged. In this paper, we present a new approach taking into account the semantic information of items in a CF system. In our approach, we design a new hybridization technique, called User Semantic Collaborative Filtering (USCF), which predicts users" preferences for items based on their inferred preferences for semantic information. We assume that items are described by a structured data in which there is a small number of attributes and there is a known set of features that each attribute may have. The originality of this work is in the used method to build the user semantic model.
Our contribution is summarized as follows: (i) we propose a new approach for building user semantic model, that inferred the user preferences for semantic information of items, (ii) we define a classification of attributes and propose a suited algorithm for each class, (iii) for each relevant attribute, we build the user semantic attribute model using the suited algorithm, then the user-semantic model is the concatenation of all user semantic attribute model, (iv) we provide predictions and recommendations by using the user semantic model, in a user-based CF algorithm [6. ], for computing similarity between users, (iv) we perform several experiments with real data from the MoviesLens data sets, which showed improvement in the quality of predictions compared to only usage CF and a hybrid algorithm.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 summarizes the related work. Standard user-based CF is described in Section 3. Section 4 describes our USCF approach and experimental results are given in Section 5. Finally, we conclude with a summary of our findings and some directions for future work. [11] . In [9] , authors use TF/IDF measure to calculate the weight of feature for each user. For computing this weight, they use only items liked by the user; which forces to define a rating value threshold to select the items preferred by user. This solution has two shortcomings; first, the threshold value is very subjective. Second, two users share the same tastes when, not only, they like the same things, but also, when they hate the same things; but in this approach, items not liked by users are not selected. In [17] , authors are inferring user preferences for item "tags using several measures. This work is suitable only for item "tags and cannot be used for others kinds of attributes.
User based CF algorithm
User-based [6.] and Item-based [7. ], algorithms are the most prevalent CF memorybased methods [1] . They are both based on the k-Nearest-Neighbors algorithm. The first computes similarities between users and in the second, similarities are computed between items. In our approach we have applied the user-based CF algorithm for recommendation. Its principle consists of the following steps:
1. Calculatng the similarities sim(u a ,v): which reflect the correlation between the active user u a and all others users v. The similarity is computed by the Pearson correlation (1), introduced by Resnick et al. [6.] .
where the i summations are over the items that both users u a and v have rated and, v is the average rating of the rated items of the user v.
2.
Computing the predictions pr(u a ,i): predicts the rating value of active user u a on non rated item i. In the user-based CF algorithm, a subset of nearest neighbors of u a are chosen based on their similarity with him or her (2) .
V denotes the set of the nearest neighbors (most similar) of u a that have rated item i. V can range anywhere from 1 to the number of all users.
User Semantic Collaborative Filtering (USCF) approach
In this work, we design a new hybrid recommender system, USCF, which predicts users" preferences for items based on their inferred preferences for semantic information. Our system consists of two components as shown in Fig. 1 . Originality of this work is in the building of the user semantic model and its use in a CF algorithm.
1.
Building the user semantic model: constructs the user semantic model by inferring user semantic preferences from user ratings and features item. This model is represented by the users-features matrix Q that provides inferred user ratings for relevant attributes features. 2. Computing predictions and Recommendations: we predict for each user a list of relevant items based on the user-based CF algorithm. Similarities between users are computed, by using the user-feature matrix Q instead of the user-item rating matrix.
Building the users semantic model
Pazzani et al. [3. ] have identified three alternative item representations. Item can be represented by structured data in which there is a small number of attributes, each item is described by the same set of attributes, and there is a known set of values that each attribute may have; unstructured data such as, news articles, is an unrestricted text in which there are no attribute names with well-defined values; or semi-structured data in which there are some structured attributes and some free-text. In this paper we are interested only to items described by structured data. The others representations will be addressed in future work. In the following, we will use the terms feature to designate a value of an attribute. We define two classes of attributes:
 Dependent attribute: attribute which having very variable number of features. This number is directly correlated to the number of items. Thus, when the number of items is increasing, the number of features is increasing also. For example: directors and actors of movies, user tags, and key words of news.  Non dependent attribute: attribute which having a very few variable number of features, and this number is independent of the number of items. Thus, the increasing number of items has no effect on the number of features. For example: movie genres, cuisine of restaurants.
In our approach we define suited inferring user semantic preferences algorithm for each class of attributes. For the dependent attribute, we propose techniques issues from information retrieval and information filtering research like TF/IDF. For non dependent attribute, we use machine learning algorithms. The aim of this paper is to present our solution for the non dependent attributes. The dependent attributes will be addressed in future works.
All item attributes do not have the same degrees of importance to users. There are attributes more relevant than others. For instance, the movie genre can be more important, in the evaluation criteria of user, than the release date. Experiments that we conducted (see section 5) confirmed this hypothesis. In this paper, we assume that relevant attributes will be provided by a human expert.
Fig. 2. User semantic model algorithm
Therefore, for each relevant attribute A, we build the corresponding user semantic attribute model. This model is described by the user-feature matrix QA (users in line and features of A in column) and provides the inferring user preferences for the features of the attribute A. The user semantic model (shown in Fig. 2) , described by the user-feature matrix Q (users in line and features of all relevant attributes in column), is the horizontal concatenation of all user semantic attribute models. In the following, we will detail our method for building a user semantic attribute model for non dependent attribute. The method for dependent attribute will be addressed in future works.
User semantic attribute model for non dependent attribute. User semantic attribute model provides user feature preferences for one attribute.User item ratings matrix U (N lines (users) and M columns (items)) is provided by an analysis of usage. Uu,i=ru,i is the rating of user u on item i; it can be either a missing value or a number on a specific scale if user u rated item i. So, we define:  The usage analysis profile of user u is given by the following ratings vector:
Uu=(ru,1,ru,2,…,ru,i,…,ru,M), line u of matrix U.  The usage analysis profile of item i is given by the following ratings vector Ii=(r1,i,r2,i,…ru,i,…,rN,i), column i of matrix U, hence matrix I=U T . We have, also, semantic information about items provided by the features of each attribute. We define the semantic attribute based profile of item i on attribute A by the following features vector: FAi=(bAi,1, bAi,2,…,bAi,LA), LA is the number of features of attribute A, where:
Thus, matrix F A (M lines and L A columns) provides the item semantic attribute model. Otherwise, we must distinguish between two kinds of attributes: multi-valued and mono-valued attribute. For a same item, if an attribute can have many values (features), then it is a multi-valued attribute (a movie can have many genres); while if it must have only one feature it is called mono-valued attribute (a movie has only one director). This is reflected formally in the matrix F A by:  If A is multi-valued, then each line FAi of FA will have many values equal to 1,  If A is mono-valued, then each line FAi of FA will have only one value equal to 1. User semantic attribute model will be computed from the matrix U and FA. For example, assume that we have a movies Data set with users ratings, and we want to inferred the preference, qu,action, of user u on the action movies. This means computing an aggregation overall ratings of user u on all action movies:
The aggregation function can be a simple function like the average (AVG), or more complicated mathematical function like TF/IDF, or special user-defined function. For non dependent attribute, we choose to define a special user function, so we use a clustering algorithm to learn the user semantic attribute model.
Clustering algorithm
The idea is to partition all items in K clusters; each cluster is labeled by a feature or a set of features, hence K is less than or equal the number LA of features. After running the clustering algorithm, we obtain K cluster centers; each center CA,k is a vector that is equal to the mean of all items in cluster k and modeled the inferred users" preferences for the feature(s) associated to cluster k. In fact, because items are described by their usage analysis profile, the ratings vector I i , (see above in this section), the vector C A,k =(qAk,1, qAk,2,…, qAk,u,…,qAk,N), where N is the number of users, and q Ak,u is the inferred preference of user u on feature(s) labeling the cluster k. For example, assume that we have a movies dataset and we want inferring users" preferences on movie genre. The non dependent attribute genre has L genre features, if each cluster is labeled by a feature, then we will have L genre clusters. Assume that the feature action is labeled the cluster l, then after running the clustering algorithm, the center of cluster l provides the action-users profile Cgenre,1=(qgenre1,1,…,qgenre1,u,…,qgenre1,N) where qgenre1,u provides the inferring preference of user u on action movie that labeling the cluster 1. Therefore, the user semantic attribute model for the non dependent attribute A is the matrix Q A =q u,Ak , u=1..N, k=1..K, which is other one than the transposed of the matrix C A =q Ak,u , k=1..K and u=1..N. Thus, Q u,A is the user semantic attribute profile of user u. However, the question is what clustering algorithm to use? As we have already said, we have two kinds of attributes, the multi-valued attribute and the mono-valued attribute. For multivalued attribute, a same item can belongs to many clusters, while, for mono-valued attribute, an item must belong to only one cluster. So, for multi-valued attribute, the clustering algorithm must provide non disjointed clusters, whereas, for mono-valued attribute, the clustering algorithm must provide disjointed clusters. For this case, when we have a multi-valued attributed, we must use a fuzzy clustering algorithm, and with a mono-valued attribute we use a standard clustering algorithm. In previous work [13] , we addressed the multi-valued attribute and we choose the Fuzzy C Mean algorithm as a fuzzy clustering algorithm. In this paper, we present our solution for the mono-valued attribute. 
Algorithm: The k-means algorithm for partitioning

Fig. 4. Ontology of an attribute
After a study of several clustering algorithms we choose de K-Mean clustering algorithm [14] for its simplicity. The K-means algorithm takes the input parameter, K, and partitions a set of n objects into K clusters. Cluster similarity is measured in regard to the mean value of the objects in a cluster, which can be viewed as the cluster"s center. The result of K-mean algorithm is depending on the number K of clusters, and the initial set of K means. In a standard K-mean algorithm, the initialization step is to choose randomly K observations from the data set and to use these as the initial means. In this paper, we design an algorithm for the initialization step of the K-mean algorithm shown in Fig. 3 .
K-Mean initialization algorithm
Due to the data sparsity, we don"t have sufficient data to infer user preferences for all features. This is the case for features assigned to very few items with a high number of ratings. That is why, we define two thresholds: MinNbRaIt that defines the minimum number of item ratings; MinNbItClust which indicates the minimum number of items by cluster in the K-mean initialization step. These thresholds are used in the KMean initialization algorithm (see Fig. 5 ). Furthermore, we define two rules (eq. 5 and eq.6) describing the selection criterion. (3) if | | >= then (4) add to LFC (5) remove from LIC else However, user preferences cannot be determined for features no checking the selection criteria defined by equations 5 and 6. That"s why we propose a solution to infer these preferences from ontology. We assume having an ontology describing the non dependent attribute. The concepts (in black in Fig. 4 ) of the ontology are interconnected hierarchically, and the leaf nodes describe the features of the attribute (in red in Fig. 4) . We need only the inclusion relation between the nodes. For example, features F1 and F2 are included in the concept C2; features F3 and F4 and concept C2 are included in concept C5.
Each feature does not check the selection criteria defined above, will be replaced by its closest ancestor meeting the criteria, in the ontology. In the example described in Table 1 , it is assumed that the threshold MinNbItClust is equal to 6, hence, features F1 and F3 satisfy the selection criterion, so a cluster will be assigned to each. However, as F2 does not satisfy the criterion, it will be replaced by its father C2, in the ontology; Similarly, C2 does not satisfy the criterion itself, it will be replaced by C5. In addition, F4 does not check the criterion; it will also be replaced by C5. The number of items assigned to the concept C5 is equal to 8 (5+3) and it"s greater than MinNbItClust. As, C5 satisfies the criterion, a cluster will be associated to it. The cluster assigned to C5 will represent the features F2 and F4. By using this initialization algorithm, we will be able to infer user preferences for the concept C5 which will group features F2 and F4. Algorithm of user semantic attribute model for non dependent attribute Fig. 6 summarizes the algorithm for building the user semantic attribute preferences for non dependent attribute. (6) if not exist, create cluster labeled by the father concept of the Ck label in ontology (7) add items of to (8) add to LIC (9) remove from LIC end if (10) Fig. 6 . User semantic attribute algorithm for non dependent attribute
Computing predictions and Recommendation
To compute predictions for the active user, we use the user-based CF algorithm described in section 3. In our algorithm, we use the user feature matrix Q instead of users-items matrix U to compute users" similarities (see formula (1)).
USCF algorithm
Our approach resolves the scalability problem for several reasons. First, the building process of user-semantic model is fully parallelizable and can be done offline. Second, this model allows a dimension reduction since the number of columns in the user semantic model is much lower than those of user-item rating matrix. Third, the computing of similarities between users can be done offline, thus, only the computing of predictions will be done online. Beside the scalability problem, our algorithm alleviates the data sparsity problem by providing solution to the neighbor transitivity problem. In this problem, users with similar preferences may not be identifies as such if they haven"t any items rated in common. Indeed, the number of missing values is much lower in the user feature matrix Q than in user-item ratings matrix U; thus, all similarities between users can be computed. This is not the case with the matrix U, because similarities between users who have no co rated items cannot be computed.
Performance study
In this section, we study the performance of the USCF algorithm against the standard User-Based CF [6.] (UBCF), the standard Item-Based CF (IBCF) [7. ] and Average User Feature CF algorithm (AvgUFCF). For IBCF algorithm, we compute predictions using the Adjusted Cosine correlation measure which provides, according to [7. ], best prediction accuracy. The AvgUFCF is building user semantic model by using the average (AVG) as an aggregation function (see formula (4)). We evaluate these algorithms in terms of predictions relevancy by using the Mean Absolute Error (MAE) [4] . MAE is the most widely used metric in CF research literature, which computes the average of the absolute difference between the predictions and true ratings (7).
, , (7) d is the total number of ratings over all users, pru,i is the predicted rating for user u on item i, and ru, i is the actual rating. Lower the MAE is, better is the prediction. AvgUFCF on all relevant attributes.
Experimental datasets
We have experimented our approach on real data from the MovieLens1M dataset of the MovieLens recommender system [5.] . The MovieLens1M provides the usage data set and contains 1,000,209 explicit ratings of approximately 3,900 movies made by 6,040 users. For the semantic information of items, we use the HetRec 2011 dataset [15] that links the movies of MovieLens dataset with their corresponding web pages at Internet Movie Database (IMDb) and Rotten Tomatoes movie review systems. We use the genre and the origin country of movies as non dependent attributes. Movie" genre is a multi-valued attribute whereas origin country is a mono-valued attribute. We use also the W3C movie ontology [16] for describing the origin of movie.
Fig. 8. Prediction accuracy for USCF v. IBCF, UBCF and AvgUFCF
We filtered the data by maintaining only users with at least 20 ratings and the movies origins existing in the ontology. After the filtering process, we obtain a data set with 6027 users, 3559 movies, 19 genres, 44 origins and a user-item rating matrix U with approximately 95% of missing values. The usage data set has been sorted by the timestamps, in ascending order, and divided into a training set (including the first 80% of all ratings) and a test set (the last 20% of all ratings). Thus, the ratings of each Genre Origin Origin-Genre user, in the test set were assigned after those of the training set. In addition, after having tried several distance measures in the clustering algorithms, the cosines distance provides the best result. In the following, all results are obtained using this measure.
Results
It should be noted that the inferring user preferences for the attribute genre (multivalued attribute see section 4.1) have been addressed in a previous work [13] . Therefore, we will not detail the experiments conducted for this attribute in this paper.
In Fig. 7 (a) , the MAE has been plotted with respect to the MinNbRaIt parameter. It compares the K-Mean initialization algorithms on the attribute origin for MinNbItClust =9 and 60 neighbors. We note that the accuracy of recommendations improves with the decreasing number of clusters KA. In addition, the MAE converges for 50 ratings; this shows the impact of MinNbRaIt on the accuracy of the recommendations. In section 4.1 we have hypothesized that attributes don"t have the same importance to users. The plots in Fig. 7 (b) confirm this hypothesis; they show that the attribute genre provides better results than the attribute origin, for both algorithms USCF and AvgUFCF and regardless of the number of neighbors. Therefore, we can conclude that the attribute genre is more relevant than the attribute origin. Fig. 8 depicts the prediction accuracy of our algorithm, USCF, in contrast to those produced by IBCF, UBCF and AvgUFCF. The MAE has been plotted with respect to the number of neighbors in the k-Nearest-Neighbors algorithm and with the best parameters of each algorithm. In all cases, the MAE converges between 60 and 70 neighbors, however, our algorithm results in an overall improvement in accuracy. This improvement can be explained by many reasons. First, taking into account the semantic profile of items in the recommendation process. Second, user semantic model is built according to a collaborative principle; ratings of all users are used to compute the semantic profile of each user. It is not the case of the AvgUFCF algorithm; this may explain its results despite taking into account the semantic aspect. Third, the choice of the attribute can have significant influence on improving the accuracy. Lastly, users-features matrix Q has few missing values, so, it allows inferring similarity between two given users even when they have any items rated in common.
6
Conclusion and future work
In this paper, we have proposed a hybrid solution taking into account the semantic information in CF algorithm. The contribution of our solution over the solutions proposed in literature is the identification of the link between users" ratings and items" features. This link was defined by the user semantic model that inferring the user semantic preferences from the usage data. The originality of this work is in the used method to build the user semantic model. Indeed, we define two classes of attributes, the dependent attribute and the non dependent attribute and we propose an approach for inferring user semantic preferences for each class.
Our approach provides solutions to the scalability problem. Indeed, the built of the user semantic model is fully parallelizable and can be done offline. Therefore, it alleviates the data sparsity problem by reducing the dimensionality of data. The experimental results show that the USCF algorithm improve the prediction accuracy compared to usage only approach (UBCF and IBCF) and hybrid algorithm (AvgUFCF).
Furthermore, we have experimentally shown that, all the attributes don"t have the same importance to users.
An interesting area of future work is to use machine learning techniques to automatically determine the relevant attributes. We will also further study the extension of the user semantic model to the dependent attribute and non structured data; study the use of the user semantic model to solve the cold start problem in which new items cannot be recommended to users because they haven"t any rating; and lastly, study the impact of using other machine learning algorithms for building the user semantic attribute model for non dependent attribute and comparing their results.
